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It’s a Matter of Mind Part 2 
By:  Deitz Kracker 

In last month’s feature article, I uncovered the realization that Ceramic Heating Elements are still not accepted 
or acknowledged as a viable choice for heating due to public (and personal) mindset locked into metal and 
quartz heaters as the major options.  I stated that we cannot change other people’s mindsets if we have not 
completely changed our own, and that "we must adapt our sales methods and approaches to customers with 
full knowledge and understanding of their natural resistance, doubt, lack of knowledge and fear, fully prepared 
to meet those challenges".  This article will examine ways to help you and your customers make this shift of 
mindset. 

Educate yourself.  You can’t change your mind if you haven’t convinced it that "change" is the right thing to 
do, and in order to convince it, you must feed it with all of the knowledge you can find concerning the sub-
ject.  In this case: ceramic infrared emitters.  Break this down even further and you need to know about infra-
red heat, how it functions, and how it functions best through different mediums and on different sub-
stances.  This in itself is a huge subject.  Many books are written on the subject and many diverse interest 
groups have done studies on the subject.  Check out the Internet, the library, (yes, there are still libraries), and 
book stores.  Warning: infrared energy is a big subject.  Stick to only what pertains to our subject.  Too much 
knowledge can distract you from your goal.   

As soon as you know all there is to know about infrared energy, now you need to learn all you can about the 
ceramic element and how it compares to metal sheathed and quartz.  The best place to learn about this is a visit 
to our factory.  While many parts of our formulas and processes are private, we welcome customers, distribu-
tors, students, and especially the media to visit our factory and see how ceramic elements are made.  While 
watching the procedure we can tell you why we do what we do and how it affects the element and how it emits 
infrared energy.  People who visit our facility are often shocked that what looks like a simple product is so la-
bor intensive and highly technological.  If you are able to take our factory tour, please call and make an ap-
pointment.  As convenient as a Friday might be, the factory is only open half day so is not open for tours on 
that day.  

Communicate your knowledge to others.  Gaining knowledge is easy.  Communicating it isn’t.  Many of the 
smartest people are the worst teachers.  They simply cannot relate what they know to others on terms they can 
understand.  Good teachers spend less time learning subject matter than the best ways to get the information 
from their head into the minds of their students.  You might think that it is the student’s responsibility to learn, 
and you are right.  Teaching methods become less and less intense as the student ages.  Elementary teachers go 
to great lengths to make learning interesting and fun, while college professors are cut and dry.  In sharing your 
new knowledge, you may not have interested customers.  You may, like the elementary teacher, have to find 
ways to make the customer interested.  The best place to start is with the customer.  Find out everything you 
can about his business.  People are more apt to listen when it’s all about them.  Find out what he does, 
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what his problems are, how you could make it better, and what he needs.  Maybe, in your research, he does-
n’t need ceramic infrared emitters.  That’s OK.  Tell him the truth, earn his confidence, and help him with 
what he does need.  There are great rewards in being an expert first, and a salesman second. 

Once you are considered an "expert" in this field, you will be welcomed to share your information with oth-
ers.  Though you may not have ever been comfortable speaking in front of others, once you are confident in 
your knowledge and excited about what you have learned, you will find that it is easy to talk about with oth-
ers.  Offer to give "talks" (speeches is a scary word) to any group that will have you.  Start small and work 
your way up gradually.  Many groups are eager to have speakers for their meetings, especially free 
ones.  This is an excellent way to make yourself, your products, and your business known and respected.  

Visit Universities.  Local colleges love to hear from local businesses.  Engineering students need to hear 
what you have to say.  Invite them to use our product for experiments and projects.  Though they are not able 
to buy much now, they will soon enter into the work force and take whatever knowledge you give them with 
them.  

Once speaking is easy for you, start writing articles.  As eager as groups are for speakers, trade journals, both 
local and national, are just as eager for knowledgeable and interesting articles by authorities on sub-
jects.  Your word processor can help you with any writing skills you feel you are lacking or the publication 
may offer to edit your material for you. 

Display the product anywhere and everywhere.  People must see the product.  It is unusual.  They will ask 
questions.  Have a permanent and functional display at your business.  Take them to trade shows, especially 
small local events.  Keep some in your car.  Have some at home.  Business is everywhere. 

Use pictures.  Never rely on just words in your speeches or articles.  The majority of people learn more by 
seeing than hearing.  Have good, large, clear pictures.  Digital cameras are fantastic for this and, of course, 
we are happy to share any of our photos with you.  Just contact Terry Beasecker. 

Seek out processes that can improve themselves through using Ceramic Heating Elements.  Though your 
education should continue to be an ongoing process, there is a time where you must use your knowledge and 
start actively selling.  Now is the time to "see everything through ceramic infrared eyes".  Start by looking at 
every business you know and the type of heat they are using in their process.  Your knowledge will tell you 
if it is the best method or not, not only for production, but also for efficiency and economy.  A red alarm 
should be sounded if they are wasting energy.  A more convincing and longer presentation will be needed if 
they can improve their product and expenses over a longer period of time.  With your new awareness, this 
process can be overwhelming.  Organize your attack on industry.  Be selective and take one at a time, begin-
ning with what could be the most dramatic and meaningful change for the company. 

Once you are on your way to using your expertise in helping businesses make a change, ask them for testi-
monials.  A collection of success stories, and photos, are an excellent way to convince others, great for arti-
cles, and attention-getters in your speeches. 

All of the above should make you so smart, so successful, so sought-after, and so respected by your peers, 
that you will hardly be able to stand yourself.  Actually, you will feel pretty proud of yourself.  There is one 
key, necessary ingredient to this whole thing that will make it work, or not work.  That ingredient is enthusi-
asm.  Enthusiasm is contagious; it holds people’s attention and makes them feel good about what they are 
hearing.  It’s all about loving what you do and who you are.  It is my hope that with your new knowledge, 
and the confidence that comes from it, that you will develop the enthusiasm needed to change the mindsets 
of those around you. 



For more information on these products: 
www.InfraredHeaters.com/solar.htm 

Vendor Spotlight 

We have been an authorized distribu-
tor for Solar Products for many years. 

 

QUARTZ COMPOSITE is the standard face on the F-Series panel heaters, our best selling heater due to 
its flexibility, durability, efficiency, and price. Quartz fabric is bonded with a ceramic fiber coil support for 
a unique, highly durable, quartz composite face heater.  The heater can be manufactured in rectangular 
(most common), square, round, or even C-shaped and is used in virtually all process heating applications.  
The maximum watt density of 25 wsi (39 kw/m2) provides sufficient power for most applications.  Dimen-
sionally, the heater can be as wide as 30" (762mm) and as long as 84" (2133 mm), though not this wide 
and long in the same heater. An 84" (2133mm) long heater is more commonly 12" (305mm) wide. This 
heater is very flexible in sizing and watt density options. It has a maximum watt density of 25 wsi (39 kw/
m2). Durability is defined by a typical life expectancy of 25,000 hours. The heater has a high radiant effi-
ciency of 78.5%. Because the heater design does not depend on an external reflector, the heater maintains 
that efficiency over time. .The FBA-Series is similar to the F-Series heater, with holes drilled in the heater 
face to allow for forced airflow through the heater.  The purpose of the airflow is to provide combination 
infrared/convection heating.  The insulation is removed to allow for an air delivery plenum. 

Solar Products is the largest manufacturer of medium wave infrared panel heaters in the US.  They manu-
facture standard and custom panel heaters with many options available. 

• Thermoforming (sheet-fed, in-line & rotary) 
• Screen printing (Flash units and dryers) 
• Electronics (Solder re-flow equipment) 

• Semiconductor (wafer manufacturing) 
• Paint and powder industries 
• Curing and drying applications 

Panel heaters are widely used in: 

F and FBA Series Quartz Cloth Flat Faced Panel Heaters  
The F-Series has become an industry standard in thermoforming and can be used in most 
other process heating applications. 

 FEATURES: 
1 High temperature quartz cloth 
2 High temperature black coating 
3 High temperature cement bond 
4 Refractory board to hold resistance wire 
5 Precision resistance wire 
6 Quartz thermowell tube (optional) 
7 Heavy gauge aluminized steel frame 
8 Blanket insulation 
9 Ceramic bushings to insulate terminals 

M Series Panel Heaters—
With a hard-coated aluminum 
face has increased durability of 
a metal face that is often re-
quired in thermoforming. 

Q-Series Panel Heater - Of-
fers the highest power den-
sity output available in an IR 
panel heater. High purity, 
fused, translucent quartz is 
used as the emitter face.  



Infrared Internationale of North America, Ltd. 
Sales office: Electric Heating Assoc., Inc. 
5880 Alpine Ave. NW • Comstock Park, MI  49321  USA 
Tel: 616-784-1121 • 800-442-2581 • Fax: 616-784-7775 
E-mail: sales@infraredheaters.com  
Website: www.InfraredHeaters.com 

What are the office cats Midnight and Sydney up to this month? 

Chasing the laser light. Sydney will chase it anywhere! 


